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Abstract
The term “health systems science” (HSS) has recently emerged as a unifying label for competencies in health care delivery and in population and community health. Despite strong evidence that HSS competencies are needed in the current and future health care workforce, heretofore the integration of HSS into medical education has been slow or fragmented—due, in part, to a lack of evidence that these curricula improve education or population outcomes. The recent COVID-19 pandemic and the national reckoning with racial inequities in the United States further highlight the time-sensitive imperative to integrate HSS content across the medical education continuum. While acknowledging challenges, the authors highlight the unique opportunities inherent in an HSS curriculum and present an elaborated curricular framework for incorporating health care delivery and population health into undergraduate medical education. This framework includes competencies previously left out of medical education, increases the scope of faculty development, and allows for evidence of effectiveness beyond traditional learner-centric metrics. The authors apply a widely adopted 6-step approach to curriculum development to address the unique challenges of incorporating HSS. Two examples—of a module on quality improvement (health care delivery) and of an introductory course on health equity (population and community health)—illustrate how the 6-step approach can be used to build HSS curricula. The Supplemental Digital Appendix (at http://links.lww.com/ACADMED/B106) outlines this approach and provides specific examples and resources. Adapting these resources within local environments to build HSS curricula will allow medical educators to ensure future graduates have the expertise and commitment necessary to effect health systems change and to advocate for their communities, while also building the much-needed evidence for such curricula.

Rapid transformation of the U.S. health care system in recent decades has resulted in marked changes in health care delivery and an expansion of the clinician’s focus from individual patients to populations and communities.1 Coupled with this attention to health care delivery is the increasing recognition that social determinants of health have a larger effect than clinical care on the health of people and populations.2–4 The national reckoning with racial inequities intersecting with the evolving COVID-19 pandemic further underscores the importance of equipping future clinicians with skills to catalyze systems change while also caring for individuals in context.5,6 New generations of physicians must be equipped to understand and modify health systems while seamlessly integrating basic and clinical sciences in an effort to achieve equity, the opportunity for all members of society to reach their full potential.1,6,7 Indeed, multiple global accreditation systems have charged medical educators with addressing these new competencies.8

Health data in the United States highlight the failure of medical education to improve population outcomes. As of 2016, the United States has a 31% higher disease burden, more frequent hospital admissions for preventable diseases, and poorer rates of amenable mortality than comparable developed countries.9 Furthermore, inequities in population health persist for communities of color. The COVID-19 pandemic has starkly illuminated these fault lines in U.S. health and health care systems; data show grave inequities for populations of color in outcomes ranging from lower testing and higher positivity rates to increased illness severity requiring intensive care unit intervention and resulting in more fatalities.5,10–12 These facts call for a transformation in medical education that will enable physicians to understand structural determinants of health and prepare them to meaningfully improve the health of communities.11,14 Medical education reform has, however, fallen short, as noted in 2013 by Lucey, who proposed new competencies for the 21st-century physician graduate, including expertise in patient experience, population health outcomes, quality, safety, and costs.15

Recently, the term “health systems science” (HSS) has emerged as a unifying label for these competencies. HSS is defined as “the study of how health care is delivered, how health care professionals work together to deliver care, and how the health system can improve patient care and health delivery.”16 There are many reasons for the lack of robust integration of these competencies into medical education curricula to date. In addition to the classic problem of limited time in a crowded curriculum, HSS is hampered by its own lack of a cohesive data-driven developmental framework, a paucity of expertise, too few resources for teaching, no universally accepted competencies, the absence of an ideal pedagogy, and a dearth of assessment and evaluation tools.17 Further, learners and faculty alike have resisted the importance of HSS.18 Whether perceived as a needed modernization of the clinical sciences or as a “third pillar” of medical education, HSS is vital, and the depth and breadth of this content are substantial.17,19,20
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An Elaborated Medical Education Framework

Successful HSS learning extends the physician's professional identity such that physicians are not only expert in treating individual episodes of illness, but also prepared to champion prevention, to lead health system transformation through quality improvement (QI), and to advocate for health equity in the community. A major challenge of integrating HSS into medical curricula is that doing so requires recognition that the learning environment extends beyond the confines of the medical school and hospital or clinical affiliates. Including HSS in curricula is, thus, a more complex endeavor than previous reform efforts. Figure 1 shows the relationship of HSS to the traditional biomedical science curricula and demonstrates that considerations of health care delivery and population health require expanded physical and conceptual space. HSS does not replace, but rather builds upon and extends beyond the traditional scope of medicine. To build this elaborated medical education framework, educators must harness resources that exist outside the walls of the medical school and its traditional affiliated clinics.

Such a complex endeavor calls for a systematic approach. In this article, we apply Kern's 6-step approach for curriculum development (CD) in medical education both to support the successful integration of HSS in undergraduate medical education (UME) and to begin building the much-needed evidence base to support its dissemination.

To illustrate the application of these steps, we have shared 2 examples from Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine: (1) a QI module from the longitudinal Systems and Scholarship course that addresses health care delivery themes (Figure 2) and (2) the introduction of the structural determinants of health in a year 1 block course, Block One: Becoming a Doctor, that addresses population and community health, determinants of health, systems, patient-centered care, and health equity (Figure 3).

The 2006 Western Reserve2 curriculum reform launched Block One: Becoming a Doctor to provide medical students with a concentrated focus on population medicine starting on Day 1 of medical school. Further HSS enhancements were added in 2013. In 2018, Block One was incorporated as the foundational course for a 4-year, integrated HSS curriculum. In 2019, a new, longitudinal HSS precursormedical curriculum, Systems and Scholarship, which included Block One, was implemented. Systems and Scholarship covers research skills, QI, population health, and community engagement.

In addition to these 2 examples, Supplemental Digital Appendix 1 at http://links.lww.com/ACADMED/B106 presents the key differences in CD processes between traditional biomedical science and HSS curricula, outlines resources and recommendations for a health care delivery curriculum and a population health/health equity curriculum, and provides additional resources and examples for CD.

Step 1: Problem identification and general needs assessment

The first step in the CD process is to create a succinct problem statement by completing...
a rigorous analysis of the current state of medical practice and medical education. The goal is to create an evidence-based argument for the need to create a new curriculum and to establish generalizability beyond the local institution. After collecting information from the literature and databases, the CD team should identify gaps between current practice and ideal practice in health care and medical education. Traditionally, the gaps have highlighted health providers’ deficits in knowledge, skills, and attitudes (KSA).

For HSS, we recommend that educators use systems thinking in analyzing the educational gaps to go beyond the individual health provider and understand the systems and determinants of health that affect patient outcomes. Abundant, if not overwhelming, resources are available for the background information needed to describe the state of a health problem. The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine have published numerous referenced reports on the various domains within HSS (e.g.,

![Figure 2](https://example.com) Kern’s 6-step approach to curriculum development applied to a module for teaching quality improvement (QI), which is related to health care delivery, an element of health systems science (HSS). Abbreviations: ACGME, Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education; AAMC, Association of American Medical Colleges; IRB, institutional review board; QIKAT-R, Quality Improvement Knowledge Application Tool-revised; QIPAT-7, Quality Improvement Proposal Assessment Tool.
population health, health care quality, health care disparities). Other resources are suggested in Supplemental Digital Appendix 1 at http://links.lww.com/ACADMED/B106. A challenge in working with this information is that the analysis invariably identifies societal, behavioral, policy, and environmental factors not traditionally prioritized in medical CD.24,25 In the backward design of the 6-step process, the CD team should next identify the KSA, as well as the competencies, that health professionals should possess to address the identified gaps in health systems and population health. The published literature on these competencies indicates that multiple conceptual frameworks are relevant.15,16,20,26–28 A 2016 study of

---

**Figure 3** Kern’s 6-step approach to curriculum development21 applied to a course on population health and health equity, which are elements of health systems science. Abbreviation: NBME, National Board of Medical Examiners.
published recommendations for patient safety and QI education alone reported 22 papers describing, collectively, 59 competencies.29 Researchers and educators are just now constructing the evidence base for these models, so ascertaining the validity of one framework over another is difficult; however, some consensus work, aligning competencies to training points along the medical education continuum, exists.30 Completing Step 1 requires awareness of these expert-derived models, their underlying evidence, and how they fit with existing program competencies.

Lastly, Step 1 includes conducting a survey of best practices in medical education that address the health problem of interest. This step yields not only program descriptions, but often validated instruments that can be adopted for assessment and evaluation (Step 6). In addition to searching the literature, exploring both the Curriculum Inventory maintained by the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) and MedEdPORTAL’s Diversity, Inclusion and Health Equity Collection may yield helpful information.

**Step 2: Targeted needs assessment**

Step 2 requires the CD team to analyze the local learning environment and the specific learners for whom the curriculum will be implemented so as to understand the local factors that will impede or facilitate addressing the gaps identified in Step 1. Barriers for integrating HSS likely include learners’ resistant attitudes to the content. Entering medical students expect deep learning in the biomedical sciences so they can achieve competence in patient care; thus, they may perceive HSS as an irrelevant distraction.16,31 Although learners may have had experiences in health care systems in premedical education, few have borne the responsibility of patient outcomes, employed systems thinking, or reflected on systems issues before entering medical school. Most medical students have strong backgrounds in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and medicine), are used to applying reductionist approaches, and have often relied on themselves in problem situations. Many of these students may experience cognitive dissonance when they encounter HSS curricula, which typically encourage systems thinking and the appreciation of diverse teams to improve health care delivery. Furthermore, population health, public health, and health equity content can be perceived as politically charged and/or outside the scope of medicine, which can make it particularly challenging for students. One successful strategy is to include learners at this early stage of the CD process. Students are particularly effective in revealing learner perceptions and attitudes, facilitating focus groups, designing and implementing surveys, and suggesting learner-centered approaches.

Another potential challenge to integrating an HSS curriculum locally involves extending learning beyond the medical school and hospital affiliates. Many stakeholders (health systems leaders, local government officials, and community leaders) have a vested interest in health outcomes and in medical education and its contribution to health care workforce development. Early engagement of these stakeholders to understand the local nature of the problem builds support for the curriculum, leads to the identification of new educational partners, and underscores the CD team’s commitment to community. Association with an academic medical center or other institution with a stated mission to improve the health of the local community is helpful for earning the trust of local leaders. One more potential challenge to local integration of an HSS curriculum is the availability (or lack thereof) of faculty with expertise in health care delivery, population health, and health equity.23 Most medical schools have departments of biostatistics, of epidemiology, and sometimes, of community health, but expertise in public health, leadership, health policy, and advocacy may be available only outside the academic medical center or university. Similarly, interprofessional education may require new affiliations with health professional schools not embedded in the home university. Clinicians with training and experience in patient safety and QI are available in most health systems and can be engaged to teach and mentor students. Community engagement is vital but can be challenging, particularly for large classes of students, and additional faculty development may be required to prepare community sites for student learning.

**Step 3: Goals and objectives**

Having gathered the information about what is needed in Steps 1 and 2, the next step requires a refined goal statement and specific measurable learning objectives. The goal statement generally describes the content and the purpose of the curriculum. The learning objectives clearly communicate the specific knowledge and skills learners will achieve, and they form the basis of learner assessment and curriculum evaluation (Step 6). The Kern approach advises using the question, “Who will do how much of what by when?” to facilitate writing a specific measurable learning objective.21 Importantly, Step 3 requires recognizing that HSS goals may arise from systems’ gaps and will require working backward to identify what learner competencies are needed to help address these gaps. This process is different from traditional medical education in which competencies are more learner-centric and not always explicitly connected to systems or community needs. As stated above, there is a lack of consensus on what HSS competencies are achievable in UME. One approach is to use the 6 core domains of HSS (see Supplemental Digital Appendix 1 at http://links.lww.com/ACADMED/B106) to describe competency goals for students experiencing an HSS curriculum.16 These competencies may then be dissected into the KSA that collectively support competency. Finally, the CD team should develop learning objectives for the curricular events that both promote learner achievement and, if possible, align with identified system needs.

**Step 4: Educational strategies**

Step 4 focuses on describing the educational methods that will be used to deliver the content of the curriculum. The CD team will have already detailed the content, the “How much of what?” by writing specific measurable and achievable learning objectives in Step 3. The choice of educational methods to impart this content is critical in HSS since the method directly addresses a significant barrier: student attitudes to learning HSS. For instance, students who have previous experience applying the scientific method in laboratory research may find continuous QI processes less stringent. Exposure to QI that results in improved systems, community, or patient outcomes may change their attitudes (Figure 2).

The opportunity to contribute to authentic clinical work and build longitudinal relationships with patients and populations is particularly effective in changing student...
attitudes toward health systems, population health, and health equity content. Initial work in this area has led many programs to develop interactive learning experiences in which students’ participation adds value to the system. Examples include embedding students in practices to serve as patient navigators or health coaches. A 2018 multi-institutional survey exploring medical students’ attitudes found that students were most eager to participate in roles similar to those filled by traditional physicians and to make systems improvements. Activities such as shadowing, interacting with patients electronically, or completing repetitive tasks were least likely to engage students.

The power of authentic community engagement, especially with vulnerable populations, can be transformative. Community-based service learning has been broadly implemented for decades. Reviewing the past 20 years, researchers concluded that service learning generally falls into 3 types of programming: (1) health behavior interventions in communities and schools, (2) training in community health clinics, and (3) training through social justice and philanthropic endeavors. Critical service learning adds a social justice orientation to the experience; students are charged with addressing or responding to injustice in the communities they serve either through advocacy or by initiating or completing concrete projects. Whether instituting patient navigation or other community-based learning experiences, significant preparation is needed to develop trusting relationships with community partners and to engage them as valued contributors to the educational process. True community-engaged medical education aligns the student learning objectives with the community’s health care needs and requires ongoing discussion and deliberation between the academic and community partners. Although building such a longitudinal, bidirectional relationship may appear overwhelming to the CD team, the alignment and purpose-driven education are truly rewarding in the long term. The key for HSS learning, regardless of venue, is that students have appropriately supervised, active roles coupled with feedback, discussion, and reflection (Figures 2 and 3).

Addressing sensitive topics, such as hidden biases, structural and social determinants of health, health inequities, and health policy, requires methods that challenge values, encourage students’ personal and professional development, and provide an environment of psychological safety amenable to growth. A common approach is using the humanities (e.g., short stories, poetry, narratives, books, film) to open these conversations.

While fundamental skills, such as engaging in continuous QI, could be contained in a single course (Figure 2), other domains, such as change agency, leadership, and advocacy, are developmental in nature and imply a longitudinal or spiral curriculum, ideally in clinical and community settings (Figure 1).

Step 5: Implementation

This step entails several tasks necessary for producing a high-quality educational intervention while setting the stage for its ongoing continuous improvement. These tasks include obtaining support, identifying resources, anticipating barriers, planning for administration, and introducing the curriculum. Obtaining support may begin with engaging key stakeholders (e.g., deans, health systems leaders, community leaders) and highlighting the shared missions of the curriculum and relevant institutions. Engaged leaders can champion the curriculum and identify currently available resources (such as patient safety and quality officers) and potential resources (such as funding opportunities). Educators, including nontraditional faculty such as community members and leaders, should be identified and prepared for teaching HSS. The broad nature of HSS and the different types of expertise needed to deliver this curriculum set the stage for an inclusive faculty development approach and require shedding traditional hierarchies associated with the term “faculty.” Resources to support the inclusion of other expert teachers should be identified, and efforts to engage these teachers should be prioritized. Factors that might impede and facilitate the inclusion of nontraditional teachers may exist not only within students and current faculty but also in the health system and community contexts. For example, while community faculty provide immense expertise in how to manage structural barriers to health care, this strength may be offset by academic centers not recognizing nontraditional faculty or by concerns of reduced clinical productivity when students are placed in community practices.

Any such barriers and facilitators should be explored and anticipated before launching the curriculum. Unlike the biomedical disciplines, HSS rarely has one departmental home, meaning that a new administrative structure will be necessary to support the needs of the curriculum. Notably, creating the structures to support interprofessional endeavors can be especially challenging. Given all these novel considerations, piloting the curriculum with volunteer learners and a robust evaluation plan is ideal. Facilitating rich qualitative feedback from all stakeholders and using a continuous QI approach are critical to implementing a new curriculum within this extended educational environment.

Educators can adapt frameworks from implementation science to plan for and work toward successful outcomes such as high rates of acceptability and adoption; low costs; and high feasibility, fidelity, and sustainability. Considering learner and community outcomes (e.g., satisfaction, engagement or contributions, KSA) is also necessary to establish effectiveness and support the generalizability of the curriculum.

Step 6: Evaluation and assessment

Learner assessment for the HSS curriculum should be embedded in the specific measurable learning objectives detailed in Step 3. Echoing these objectives, the evaluation should answer the question “How much was learned by the targeted learners by completion of the curriculum?” In addition, the evaluation should measure the curriculum with respect to relevant implementation outcomes (e.g., satisfaction, feasibility, acceptability; see Step 5).

The Kirkpatrick framework for program evaluation maps learning objectives to 4 levels: (1) learner satisfaction, (2) changes in KSA, (3) changes in behavior, and (4) program outcomes in context. Since these are innovative curricula, targeting all levels in the evaluation plan is appropriate; learner satisfaction alone is insufficient. Level 2 outcomes, specifically changes in knowledge, can be measured with multiple choice tests such as the new National Board of Medical Examiners HSS subject examination. Higher-order (Level 3) objectives, such as demonstrating structural competency and meeting behavioral science objectives, require validated instruments. Relevant clinical skills and behaviors such as cultural humility and patient safety, as well
as team skills, can be assessed in simulation exercises or through examining the practice environment. In addition, instruments such as the Quality Improvement Knowledge Application Tool-revised (QIKAT-R) and specific rubrics that assess individual QI projects are available to help educators assess whether learners have met the stated QI learning objectives.

Since HSS curricula are often longitudinal and most HSS competency domains relate to professional identity, they lend themselves well to both reflective writing and a longitudinal learning portfolio wherein learners document their personal growth and how they have applied HSS in their practice environments. Mapping the HSS curriculum to the AAMC or Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education competencies is a useful step in designing the portfolio structure. Competencies such as Systems-Based Practice, Practice-Based Learning Improvement, and Interpersonal and Communication Skills typically map to most HSS curricular learning goals.

Level 4 on the Kirkpatrick model of learner evaluation is change in practice and benefits to patients. The increasing interest in understanding the effect of learners on local health systems and communities (a Level 4 outcome) is relevant to HSS. As part of Step 2, the targeted needs assessment, educators can work with health systems and community partners to understand what patient and population outcomes they value and how these outcomes can be tracked to measure the effect of HSS activities. Student-run clinics with systems that monitor successful follow-up visits, vaccination rates, and health system cost savings are evaluating programs at Level 4. Whether a school’s entire curriculum has the effect envisioned may be more challenging to evaluate; nonetheless, the AAMC Mission Management Tool benchmarks U.S. and Canadian medical schools’ social mission performance. Several global examples illustrate how to measure the social accountability of medical schools. Linking such measures to learner activities not only ensures learner professional development but also demonstrates the added value of including even early learners at the clinical and community level.

Conclusion
Incorporating HSS into medical education poses unique challenges, including working with an incomplete understanding of the ideal timing and pedagogy for conveying information on health equity, population health, and health care delivery. Additionally, as of yet, little is known about the effect of this teaching on population outcomes—which are largely determined by strong societal and economic factors. The recent focus on racial inequities, coupled with the global COVID-19 pandemic, underscores the timely imperative to implement HSS across the medical education continuum. HSS curricula uniquely provide opportunities to expand the clinical learning environment beyond the academic medical center walls and to align education with efforts aimed at effecting more equitable communities and clinical outcomes. In addition to developing broader competencies in learners (e.g., systems thinking, team skills, change agency), HSS curricula expand the definition of faculty to include nontraditional instructors, and they widen the scope of influence that clinical care and advocacy can have beyond the individual patient to include the larger community. Using a systematic approach, CD teams can develop, implement, and evaluate an HSS curriculum and leverage the expanded educational environment and the potential opportunities inherent in it. Any resultant HSS curriculum facilitates education, develops competencies previously siloed or left out of medical education, builds much-needed evidence for the curriculum, transforms the complex systems in which we live, and, ultimately, improves the health of our communities.
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Learning the Lesson of Inaction

In response to COVID-19, medical schools—like all other academic institutions—initially told their students to stay home. For first- and second-year students, this meant moving preclinical courses online. For third- and fourth-year students, this meant a pause in training because their classroom was the frontlines.

Last year, my third year, was hard. It was my first try at being a doctor; so, inevitably, I was constantly stumbling into mistakes and mishaps—or, what my mentors kindly called, learning moments. I spent long days not only learning medicine but also learning how to be helpful in this team sport. And, as a neurosurgical resident informed me in my first week, I learned that third-year medical students should never be doing nothing.

So, if you had told me then—while I stood stone-still and bleary-eyed in the operating room—that I would get time off as a fourth-year student, I might have wept with joy. Not because I hate medical school or regret my decision. I was just tired. Tired of always doing. We all were. But, to my surprise, my first reaction to the stay-at-home order was not even a twinge of relief. Instead, I felt guilty.

From afar, I watched doctors sacrifice their bodies and time (just as they always had). I watched them treat patients at the expense of seeing their own families (just as they always do). The shortage of personnel even ushered some almost-graduates into their careers a couple of months early.

As all this was happening, I sat at home doing nothing.

The guilt was overwhelming. I chose a career in medicine so that I could help—a simple but true fact for most doctors-in-training. And there, in the midst of a pandemic, I felt completely helpless.

Instead, in quarantine, I have learned something—be doing nothing. An emergency medicine physician had warned me about this doctor guilt. She told me how, on one of her days off, she had driven by a car accident on the freeway, and her child asked her why she did not stop to help. At first, I did not understand: Doctoring is a job, and the job has limits. To me, her child was simply naive.

But, as they drove past the flashing lights, the innocent question alluded to the ethical obligation of physicians. The Code of Medical Ethics outlined by the American Medical Association requires physicians to be heroes in plain language: “Because of their commitment to care for the sick and injured, individual physicians have an obligation to provide urgent medical care during disasters. This obligation holds even in the face of greater than usual risks to physicians’ own safety, health, or life.”

Of course, with emergency medical personnel on the scene of a car accident, a physician does not have to stop. But she might feel ethically obligated to at least look as part of the “is-there-a-doctor-present?” phenomenon. In this way, it seems that our personhood coalesces with our profession. Now I understand that the naivety of her child’s question actually epitomizes the physician’s professional struggle: What is the extent of our duty as doctors?

Because to us, every medical emergency is a building on fire, and we are taught to run toward the flames. Walking by can be an ethical quandary and a precipitant of moral distress; it can feel like we are disobeying our fundamental oath. In this way, doctoring is often defined by action and intervention. And this is precisely why learning to do nothing is often the hardest lesson of all.

But, it seems that inaction is actually the spiritual enlightenment of medical practice. It has been said that teaching how to operate is easy but learning when to operate is the ultimate insight. It turns out that my third-year mantra—to always be doing something—is decidedly not the mantra of medicine.

Instead, in quarantine, I have learned the brutal lesson of doing nothing. I have learned that no matter how much I study and practice, there will come a time when I cannot help—or, even worse, when my help is not wanted. While such moments do create the potential for moral distress, they also offer space for renewed motivation. In this way, learning inaction has only made me more grateful for the times when I can intervene. In other words, I realize that as a doctor I will not be a panacea for illness; I will not be able to fix every accident I drive past or put out every fire I encounter. Nor will that always be my role. But, when I can offer healing, it will be a privilege.

This newfound awareness of my own limits and the ensuing gratitude has reignited my passion for a career in medicine. Now, becoming a doctor is about learning how to be helpful coupled with an appreciation for feeling helpless.
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